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And behind him on wheels, in readiness, g His mill, and tubs, and vat, and press. The fire place is lit for the
first time in the Autumn, and some smoke escapes into the room: For additional comments as to possible
meaning of the text please refer to: Content - Van der Watt. The narrator and the poet are in harmony; the
composite picture is dynamic but unemphatic, complete despite its brevity. Hardy authorities disagree
somewhat as to the specific setting for the poem. Pinion suggests the location in the poem is: Van der Watt,
For additional comments please refer to: Background - Van der Watt. Joy, in ones later years Style: Written in
a lyrical pastoral style. The sestet is presented first stanza 1 with an aabbcc rhyme scheme and the octave
follows with the rhyme scheme: The sestet is metrically uneven while the octave has a mixture of anapestic
and trochaic metres. The first stanza begins describing a scene that bridges the autumn season with that of
winter. The second stanza describes in detail the cider-maker character. Autumn is often used as an allegory of
nearing the end of life and the cider-maker, not a typical character in poetry but nevertheless one that could
represent taking stock of ones life as one considers what their legacy may be. After the "cider-maker" line in
the poem there is the descriptive title of the "appletree-shaker" suggesting shaking-up ones life or perhaps it
means to simply take stock of what one has; just as the apples fall from the tree from the shaking so do the
memories of ones life splayed out already for the sorting to begin and then ultimately the conclusion to be
made of whether ones life possessed a good crop at harvest or a meager one. Published comments about the
poem: James Osler Bailey writes the following in his book about the poetry of Thomas Hardy: Who is this
coming with pondering pace, Black and ruddy, with white-embossed, His eyes being black, and ruddy his
face, And the marge of his hair like morning frost? Taylor, Taylor continues and echoes some of the same
comments made by James Osler Bailey: And Hardy seems now to react like Grace Melbury reacted to Giles:
In this poem the narrator is "static" and simply observes others doing the travelling.
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A Victorian realist in the tradition of George Eliot, he was influenced both in his novels and in his poetry by
Romanticism, especially William Wordsworth. He was highly critical of much in Victorian society, especially
on the status of rural people in Britain. While Hardy wrote poetry throughout his life and regarded himself
primarily as a poet, initially, therefore, he gained fame as the author of such novels as Far from the Madding
Crowd, The Mayor of Casterbridge, Tess of the dUrbervilles, and Jude the Obscure. During his lifetime,
Hardys poetry was acclaimed by poets who viewed him as a mentor. After his death his poems were lauded by
Ezra Pound, W. Jemima was well-read, and she educated Thomas until he went to his first school at
Bockhampton at the age of eight, for several years he attended Mr. Lasts Academy for Young Gentlemen in
Dorchester, where he learned Latin and demonstrated academic potential. Because Hardys family lacked the
means for a university education, his formal education ended at the age of sixteen, when he apprenticed to
James Hicks. Hardy trained as an architect in Dorchester before moving to London in and he won prizes from
the Royal Institute of British Architects and the Architectural Association. He joined Arthur Blomfields
practice as assistant architect in April and worked with Blomfield on All Saints parish church in Windsor, a
reredos, possibly designed by Hardy, was discovered behind panelling at All Saints in August Hardy never
felt at home in London, because he was conscious of class divisions. During this time he became interested in
reform and the works of John Stuart Mill. He was also introduced by his Dorset friend Horace Moule to the
works of Charles Fourier, after five years, concerned about his health, he returned to Dorset, settling in
Weymouth, and decided to dedicate himself to writing. In , while on a mission to restore the parish church of
St Juliot in Cornwall, Hardy met and fell in love with Emma Gifford. In Thomas and his wife moved into Max
Gate, a designed by Hardy. In , Hardy married his secretary Florence Emily Dugdale, who was 39 years his
junior, however, he remained preoccupied with his first wifes death and tried to overcome his remorse by
writing poetry. In , Hardy had been awarded the Order of Merit and was also for the first time nominated for
the Nobel Prize in Literature and he would be nominated for the prize eleven years later. His funeral was on 16
January at Westminster Abbey, and it proved a controversial occasion because Hardy had wished for his body
to be interred at Stinsford in the grave as his first wife 2. It was written, in form, for the Cornhill Magazine,
which was edited by Leslie Stephen. At the beginning of the book, we are told that Ethelberta was raised in
humble circumstances but, through her work as a governess and her husband died two weeks after the
wedding and, now twenty-one, Ethelberta lives with her mother-in-law, Lady Petherwin. The events of the
story concern Ethelbertas career as a poet and storyteller as she struggles to support her family. Beautiful,
clever, and rational, she easily attracts four very persistent suitors, the Hand of Ethelberta at Project Gutenberg
The Hand of Ethelberta public domain audiobook at LibriVox 3. It is headquartered at Broadcasting House in
London, the BBC is the worlds oldest national broadcasting organisation and the largest broadcaster in the
world by number of employees. It employs over 20, staff in total,16, of whom are in public sector
broadcasting, the total number of staff is 35, when part-time, flexible, and fixed contract staff are included.
The fee is set by the British Government, agreed by Parliament, and used to fund the BBCs radio, TV, britains
first live public broadcast from the Marconi factory in Chelmsford took place in June It was sponsored by the
Daily Mails Lord Northcliffe and featured the famous Australian Soprano Dame Nellie Melba, the Melba
broadcast caught the peoples imagination and marked a turning point in the British publics attitude to radio.
However, this public enthusiasm was not shared in official circles where such broadcasts were held to interfere
with important military and civil communications. By late , pressure from these quarters and uneasiness
among the staff of the licensing authority, the General Post Office, was sufficient to lead to a ban on further
Chelmsford broadcasts. But by , the GPO had received nearly broadcast licence requests, John Reith, a
Scottish Calvinist, was appointed its General Manager in December a few weeks after the company made its
first official broadcast. The company was to be financed by a royalty on the sale of BBC wireless receiving
sets from approved manufacturers, to this day, the BBC aims to follow the Reithian directive to inform,
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educate and entertain. The financial arrangements soon proved inadequate, set sales were disappointing as
amateurs made their own receivers and listeners bought rival unlicensed sets. By mid, discussions between the
GPO and the BBC had become deadlocked and the Postmaster-General commissioned a review of
broadcasting by the Sykes Committee and this was to be followed by a simple 10 shillings licence fee with no
royalty once the wireless manufactures protection expired. The BBCs broadcasting monopoly was made
explicit for the duration of its current broadcast licence, the BBC was also banned from presenting news
bulletins before Mid found the future of broadcasting under further consideration, this time by the Crawford
committee, by now the BBC under Reiths leadership had forged a consensus favouring a continuation of the
unified broadcasting service, but more money was still required to finance rapid expansion. Wireless
manufacturers were anxious to exit the loss making consortium with Reith keen that the BBC be seen as a
service rather than a commercial enterprise. The recommendations of the Crawford Committee were published
in March the following year and were still under consideration by the GPO when the general strike broke out
in May. The strike temporarily interrupted newspaper production and with restrictions on news bulletins
waived the BBC suddenly became the source of news for the duration of the crisis. The crisis placed the BBC
in a delicate position, the Government was divided on how to handle the BBC but ended up trusting Reith,
whose opposition to the strike mirrored the PMs own 4. Profits are reinvested in journalism rather than to the
benefit of an owner or shareholders, the Guardian is edited by Katharine Viner, who succeeded Alan
Rusbridger in In , The Guardians print edition had a daily circulation of roughly , copies in the country,
behind The Daily Telegraph. The newspaper has an online UK edition as well as two international websites,
Guardian Australia and Guardian US, the newspapers online edition was the fifth most widely read in the
world in October , with over Its combined print and online editions reach nearly 9 million British readers,
notable scoops include the News International phone hacking scandal, in particular the hacking of murdered
English teenager Milly Dowlers phone. The investigation led to the closure of the UKs biggest selling Sunday
newspaper, and one of the highest circulation newspapers in the world, in , it led the investigation into the
Panama Papers, exposing the then British Prime Minister David Camerons links to offshore bank accounts.
The Guardian has been named Newspaper of the Year four times at the annual British Press Awards, the paper
is still occasionally referred to by its nickname of The Grauniad, given originally for the purported frequency
of its typographical errors. The Manchester Guardian was founded in Manchester in by cotton merchant John
Edward Taylor with backing from the Little Circle and they launched their paper after the police closure of the
more radical Manchester Observer, a paper that had championed the cause of the Peterloo Massacre protesters.
They do not toil, neither do they spin, but they better than those that do. When the government closed down
the Manchester Observer, the champions had the upper hand. The influential journalist Jeremiah Garnett
joined Taylor during the establishment of the paper, the prospectus announcing the new publication
proclaimed that it would zealously enforce the principles of civil and religious Liberty. Warmly advocate the
cause of Reform, endeavour to assist in the diffusion of just principles of Political Economy and. Support,
without reference to the party from which they emanate, in the paper merged with the British Volunteer and
was known as The Manchester Guardian and British Volunteer until The working-class Manchester and
Salford Advertiser called the Manchester Guardian the foul prostitute, the Manchester Guardian was generally
hostile to labours claims. The Manchester Guardian dismissed strikes as the work of outside agitators â€”, if
an accommodation can be effected, the occupation of the agents of the Union is gone. CP Scott made the
newspaper nationally recognised and he was editor for 57 years from , and became its owner when he bought
the paper from the estate of Taylors son in Under Scott, the moderate editorial line became more radical,
supporting William Gladstone when the Liberals split in 5. Shepherd derives from Old English sceaphierde,
shepherding is among the oldest occupations, beginning some 5, years ago in Asia Minor. Sheep were kept for
their milk, meat and especially their wool, over the next thousand years, sheep and shepherding spread
throughout Eurasia. Some sheep were integrated in the farm along with other animals such as chickens. To
maintain a large flock, the sheep must be able to move from pasture to pasture and this required the
development of an occupation separate from that of the farmer. The duty of shepherds was to keep their flock
intact, protect it from predators, in ancient times, shepherds also commonly milked their sheep, and made
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cheese from this milk, few shepherds still do this today. In many societies, shepherds were an important part
of the economy, unlike farmers, shepherds were often wage earners, being paid to watch the sheep of others.
Shepherds also lived apart from society, being largely nomadic and it was mainly a job of solitary males
without children, and new shepherds thus needed to be recruited externally. Shepherds were most often the
sons of farming peasants who did not inherit any land. Shepherds would normally work in groups either
looking after one large flock, or each bringing their own and they would live in small cabins, often shared with
their sheep, and would buy food from local communities. Less often shepherds lived in covered wagons that
traveled with their flocks, shepherding developed only in certain areas. In the lowlands and river valleys, it
was far more efficient to grow grain and cereals than to allow sheep to graze, thus the raising of sheep was
confined to rugged and mountainous areas. In pre-modern times shepherding was thus centered on such as the
Middle East, Greece, the Pyrenees, the Carpathian Mountains. The shepherds crook is a strong multi-purpose
stick or staff, often fashioned with a hooked end, in modern times, shepherding has changed dramatically. The
abolition of common lands in Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth century moved shepherding from
independent nomads to employees of massive estates. Wages are higher than was the case in the past, keeping
a shepherd in constant attendance can be costly. Also, the eradication of sheep predators in parts of the world
have lessened the need for shepherds, in places like Britain, hardy breeds of sheep are frequently left alone
without a shepherd for long periods of time 6. Puddletown â€” Puddletown is a village and associated civil
parish in the West Dorset district of Dorset, England. The village is situated about 4. In the estimated
population of the parish was 1, Puddletowns parish church has significant architectural interest, particularly its
furnishings and it has a 12th-century font and well-preserved woodwork, including 17th-century box pews.
Puddletown used to be known as Piddletown, but it was changed for reasons of social decorum, the timing of
this change is uncertain but it probably began during the 19th century, though it wasnt officially sanctioned
until the late s. Puddletown provided the inspiration for the settlement of Weatherbury in Thomas Hardys
novel Far from the Madding Crowd. Weatherbury Farm, the home of principal character Bathsheba Everdene,
is based on a house within the parish. In the Domesday Book of it was recorded as Pitretone, several
settlements along the River Piddle derive their name from it, and previously they all were spelled like the
river. However, whereas in the reaches of the river the settlement namesâ€”such as Piddletrenthide and
Piddlehintonâ€”retain the piddle spelling. Evidence of prehistoric occupation in the parish exists in the form of
30 round barrows, about half of which are sited over chalk. Many of the barrows have been damaged by more
recent activities, the remains of strip lynchets of Celtic fields have been found near a few of the barrows. One
of the three Rainbarrows on Duddle Heath has been excavated, bucket urns containing cremations from the
site were taken to the Dorset County Museum, in the 21st century a section of the original roadâ€”which was
26 metres wideâ€”was discovered in Puddletown Forest. There used to be several small settlements within
Puddletown parish, though except for Puddletown village these have all either diminished or disappeared and
these settlements were Cheselbourne Ford, Bardolfeston, Hyde, Waterston, South Louvard, Little Piddle and
Ilsington. Records indicate that Bardolfeston was declining by the 13th century and, though still occupied in
the 16th, Cottage industry, often undertaken by women and children, was used to supplement agricultural
income, though there were fewer opportunities for this after the French Revolution. The parish church of St
Mary is mainly medieval with an earlier core. To the east of the church is Ilsington House, also known as the
Old Manor and it was originally owned by the 3rd Earl of Huntingdon and in by Robert Walpole. Hiring and
mop fairs â€” Hiring fairs were also called statute, or mop fairs. They date from the time of Edward III, and
his attempt to regulate the market by the Statute of Labourers in at a time of a serious national shortage of
labour after the Black Death. Because so many people gathered at a fair, it turned into the major place for
matching workers and employers. Hiring fairs continued well into the 20th century, up to the Second World
War in some places, both male and female agricultural servants would gather in order to bargain with
prospective employers and, hopefully, secure a position for the coming year. The yearly hiring included board
and lodging for single employees for the year with wages being paid at the end of the years service. These
fairs attracted all the trappings of a fair, and they turned into major feasts in their own right. Later, when wage
rates and conditions were no longer officially set, prospective workers would gather in the street or market
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place, often sporting some sort of badge or tool to denote their speciality. Employers would look them over
and, if they were fit, hire them for the coming year. Farm workers, labourers, servants and some craftsmen
would work for their employer from October to October, at the end of the employment they would attend the
mop fair dressed in their Sunday best clothes and carrying an item signifying their trade. A servant with no
particular skills would carry a mop head. The tassle worn on their lapel was the emblem of the trade and was
known as a mop â€” hence the term mop fair. Hiring fairs were also known as statute fairs because an Act of
Parliament of endorsed the yearly bonds made between masters and servants at them, the employee would
then remove the item signifying their trade and wear bright ribbons to indicate they had been hired. The stalls
set up, at the fair, selling food and drink and offering games to play, the whole event became a major festival
and eventually was condemned for the drunkenness and immorality they encouraged.
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It has been said in our forums that a Ford Mustang Convertible 5. Swap the mounts to opposite sides
Left-Right. The convertible engine mounts and hardtop engine mounts are not the same. The Ford Mustang
GT uses the same engine mount. Ford Mustang Convertible 5. Ranger motor mounts consist of a rubber pad
with a stud sticking out of each side. One stud goes through the frame and has a nut which screws on the back
to attach it to the frame. The other stud sticks straight up and attaches to a motor bracket. Ford Ranger Motor
Mount Four cylinder motor mounts are usually hydraulically filled and are weaker than the V6 mounts, which
are a solid rubber mount. Whenever possible, use the V6 mounts. These are used on 2. Trial fit everything
once and when the motor is in the position you want, take a few measurements and make the motor mount
plates. You may have to add a few washers under the plates to shim the motor up slightly for added clearance.
Were assuming your transmission is already installed. There are several points during engine installation
where clearance will be rather tight and modifications will be necessary. Assuming the transmission is located
properly, let it locate the motor, forward to rearward, in the chassis. Now locate the engine properly, left and
right. At this point no accessories should be on the front of the motor, and installation will be easier without
the water pump attached. Leaving the water pump off while installing the engine will allow it to go in more
smoothly and may save several dents in the radiator support. The motor should be close to centered, left to
right, between the frame rails. It may be necessary to locate the motor slightly to the passenger side for oil
filter adapter to steering sector clearance, and steering to exhaust manifold clearance. If you bought a
conversion kit with motor mounts, it probably has measurements to tell you where to mount the engine mounts
to the crossmember. Try to find a V-8 from this era with the distributor and ignition still intact. It has a wiring
harness that goes from the module on the wheel well to the distributor, and the original power harness from
the Ranger should plug right into it. It hooks up easily following the directions that come with the new ignition
module. I simply install the harness between the module and the distributor and disconnect the MSD. MSD
makes a distributor that is simply "plug-n-play". If you choose to use a fuel injected 5. The best thing you
could do is go to a salvage yard and get an engine transmission combination and buy the whole setup computer, harness and all. Mark the connections with masking tape with either letters or numbers so that you
can match up the connections later. It also helps to go to a parts store and get the Haynes manual for the
vehicle the engine came out of. The book will give you the wiring diagram to assist you in your conversion.
Ford Motorsports offers wiring harnesses for fuel injected engine swaps. Otherwise, a mechanical fuel pump
will need to be replaced by an electric unit to clear the steering box. The fuel pump will need to deliver psi. If
your Ranger has an electric pump in the gas tank it has a psi rating. You will have to either replace it or add a
fuel regulator to reduce it to psi.. When adding an electric fuel pump you should install a switch in the cab so
that you can shut the fuel off in an emergency. I would also recommend going to a salvage yard and obtain an
inertia switch from the trunk of a newer vehicle and wiring it in with the fuel pump. This will shut the pump of
during a collision. Your stock pump in the tank on fuel injected models will work with the 5. Stock
carburetors work OK on an off-road truck. Once an Edelbrock 4-barrel carburetor was added it ran very poorly
on steep angles. The truck can now sit a steep angles and idle fine. Holley claims "Exclusive New "No
Trouble" metering block eliminates fuel spillover through the boosters at extreme angles. Flood-free operation
up to 40 degrees while climbing and 30 degrees during side hill maneuvers and "nose down" descents. This
allows you to off-road in confidence with out the annoying hesitations, stalling and flooding typically
associated with carbs in an off road environment. You will have to use an adapter and move the oil filter for
clearance. The adapter will have to point down instead of out for clearance. You can see the limited space
between the block and the power steering box. The first consideration is the oil pan on your engine. Instead, a
rear sump or dual sump oil pan must be used. Rear sump oil pans are originally used on full-sized trucks and
Econoline vans and hold 6 quarts of oil. They are the preferred oil pan as the extra quart of oil is of somewhat
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of an advantage for performance and off-road applications. The other choice is a dual sump oil pan. These are
easy to spot because they literally have two sumps, one at the front and another at the rear with a drain plug on
each. The front sump is for clearance to the oil pump and the rear sump is the reservoir for the oil. The biggest
advantage to the dual sump pans is that the engine may be situated about half an inch lower in the chassis. You
basically have 3 choices when it comes to exhaust manifolds for your V An exhaust shop will easily be able to
plumb an exhaust system that will clear the frame rail and firewall. You can use your stock power steering
pump by using the correct V8 brackets found on most Ford cars between You need the correct V8 pulley for
proper belt alignment. Original length hoses can be used on most conversions. The valve covers will not clear
the heater box on a V8 swap. Many people cut out the corner of the box and patch it up to seal it. A better way
is to heat it up and reshape it. The plastic that the heater box is made from is some kind of styrene and
responds well to heat. Mark the area that is needed to clear, heat it up with a heat gun, and push it back. You
can use a factory V6 Ranger alternator with a V8 bracket and adjuster. The stock power steering pump can be
used on a V8 with the correct brackets found on many Ford passenger cars. You can use your original
temperature and pressure gauge but will have to re-calibrate your factory tachometer. Contact Specmo
Enterprises about recalibrations. You can use your air conditioning with the proper V-8 brackets. The wiring
will need to be extended and the condenser will have to be relocated to the front side of the radiator. Radiator There have been many members of The Ranger Station forums that have used the stock 4. The only issue that
the stock radiator may raise is clearance. Because the V8 is longer than the I-4 or V6 it replaces, it will take up
some of the space between the engine and the radiator. Not all Ford water pumps are the same depth. Advance
adapters offers a replacement radiator for your V8 swap:. While some people feel the Ford Explorer 5. If you
get the radiator tucked in under the radiator core support you will have a few more inches for fan clearance. If
using a mechanical fan, remember to use a shroud. The shroud will greatly improve the fans ability too cool. If
you choose to use an electric fan you should use the biggest one that will fit on the radiator. Mount it on the
engine side if there is enough room and use it as a puller fan. I would recommend two inch fans so that the
electric fan motor will not be directly in front of the water pump. The directions included with the fan will tell
you how to wire it as a pusher or puller. You should use a fan rated at least CFM. Advance Adapters suggests
a minimum of CFM. The stock water pump places the pulley close to the radiator. You might want to use one
and still use an electric fan for plenty of clearance. Remember that everything flexes while off-road. Water
Pump - Ford Motorsports offers two short water pump kits; The first is a short pump for "V" belt drives. The
second is a short pump for serpentine belt drives. The kit includes a special timing chain cover pump and
gaskets. This paragraph submitted by Marc Transmissions: The stock automatic transmission in your Ranger
is to weak for use behind a V8. They have a hard enough time surviving behind the V6. If you have one, or
can find one, consider yourself lucky.
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I, 3 The heathmen themselves, not just their bonfires, are lineal descendants of Druids and Saxons. Black
chaos comes, and the fettered gods of the Earth say, Let there be light. The characters are enacting a ritual,
casting a spell, protecting themselves, and it seems the world, from the oncoming winter. Or so the narrator
seems to think. It is always the narrator who is talking this way, describing his characters as Celts or Romans,
pagans. He is a bit of an anthropologist. The lead characters are passionate and impulsive, even to the point of
destruction, while the narrator sometimes seems more interested in taking notes on their quaint customs.
Indeed, the impulses of all such outlandish hamlets are pagan still: VI, 1 This lecture follows a description of a
Maypole. We are almost at the end of the book, which makes this line especially irritating â€” Hardy, I know
this already â€” I have been reading your novel! He is training his readers to recognize the kind of symbolic
apparatus he is constructing. Later writers, Modernists, will not have to spend so much time repeating
themselves to their well-trained, and smaller, audience. The lead heroine, the great Eustacia Vye, is perceived
to be a witch, the kind that curses people, by some of her neighbors. I was genuinely surprised when, near the
end of the novel, the neighbor who most strongly insists that Vye is a witch casts a spell on her â€” the accuser
is herself a witch! Seizing with tongs the image that she had made of Eustacia, she held it in the heat, and
watched it as it began to waste slowly away. And while she stood thus engaged there came from her lips a
murmur of words. The Return of the Native is as close to what we now call a fantasy novel as any novel I
know that is not normally called a fantasy novel. One character is red, literally red. The novel makes more
sense thought of this way. Posted by Amateur Reader Tom at
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Set in the Dorset landscape familiar to Hardy novels, The Woodlanders concerns the fortunes of Giles Winterborne,
whose love for the well-do-do Grace Melbury is challenged by the arrival of a dashing and dissolute doctor, Edred
Fitzpiers.
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